
ECONOMICS 3410-01 – Environmental Economics 
Fall 2016 (MWF 9:15 A.M. - 10:25 A.M.)   

 
INSTRUCTOR:  Dr. Daniel Hall 
   Office: Phillips 115 Office phone: 336-841-9104 
   Office Hours: Mon - Thur 1:30 P.M., Fri 8:00 A.M., or by appointment 
   E-mail: dhall@highpoint.edu 
 
CREDITS: 4     LOCATION: Phillips Hall, Room 222 

 
 

CATALOG DESCRIPTION: 
 
An economic analysis of issues involving environmental problems, management, and policies. Topics 
include resource scarcity and allocation, externalities, public goods, the tragedy of the commons and 
property rights. Regulatory versus market approaches as solutions to environmental problems will be 
examined and applied to current environmental policy issues.  
Four hours credit. Prerequisites: ECO 2030 or ECO 2050 
 
4-CREDIT STATEMENT: 
As a four credit class, this course will now meet for 200 minutes a week (full contact minutes).  This 
additional time will be used to cover new topics and existing topics in greater depth.  Some of this 
additional time will be used for classroom experiments, debates, and/or other experiential learning 
activities related to the material. 
 
COURSE MATERIALS:  
 
Required Field, Barry C. and Martha K. Field Environmental Economics, 7th Edition  

(San Francisco, CA:  McGraw-Hill, 2017). ISBN 978-0-07-802189-3 
 
Optional1 Field, Barry C. Natural Resource Economics, 3rd Edition (Long Grove, IL: Waveland Press, 

2016. ISBN 978-1-4786-2780-7  
 

Provided Zetland, David. Living with Water Scarcity. E-book. http://livingwithwaterscarcity.com/  
  

McMillan, Tracie. The American Way of Eating. New York, NY: Scribner, 2012.  
ISBN 978-1-4391-7195-0 http://traciemcmillan.com/  

 
Additional readings from a variety of sources may be assigned throughout the period. These will be 
required readings for the course.  
 
COURSE OBJECTIVES:  

1. Define the concepts and implications of resource scarcity and allocation 
2. Describe the market system, how externalities can cause market failure, and the mechanisms to 

correct for externalities 
3. Explain how environmental goods and services are valued 
4. Define public goods, the problems associated with public goods, and why many environmental 

problems are public goods issues 

                                            
1 Optional textbooks are not at the bookstore, but I will provide access at the library or by request. 
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5. Define the tragedy of the commons and the role of property rights 
6. Discuss the basics of cost-benefit analysis and the problems associated with its measurement 
7. Apply economic tools to evaluate environmental policies and regulation 
8. Describe how economic incentives can be used to promote desired environmental outcomes 
9. Describe how various types of economic policy harness market forces more effectively than 

others (ex. command and control vs. emission trading vs. carbon taxes)  

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES: Students who require classroom accommodations due to a diagnosed 
disability must submit the appropriate documentation to Disability Support in the Office of Academic 
Development, 4th Floor Smith Library. A student’s need for accommodations must be made at the beginning 
of a course. Accommodations are not retroactive.   
 
COURSE EVALUATIONS: All students are expected to complete course evaluations in the week 
preceding final exams.  These evaluations, which are delivered online, are an important part of High Point 
University’s assessment program, so your cooperation in completing them is greatly appreciated.  As the 
end of the semester or academic session draws near, you will receive information from the Office of 
Institutional Research and Assessment about how to complete the online evaluations.  IMPORTANT 
NOTE: All communications from the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment will be sent to your 
High Point University e-mail account, so please be sure to check and maintain your account regularly. 
 
PROFESSIONALISM AND ATTENDANCE POLICY:  
 
The Mission Statement of the Phillips School of Business is “To prepare our students to become 
tomorrow’s business professionals.”  Please treat this class as if it were a company or organization 
for which you are working.  You can exhibit professionalism by attending consistently, arriving on 
time, communicating your full or partial absence in a timely fashion, completing assignments on 
time, maintaining engagement, and respecting your peers and the professor. 
  
The Phillips School of Business at HPU has adopted a universal attendance policy.  Following the 
third absence, you will be placed on Class Attendance Warning. If you miss one more class after 
being placed on warning, you may be dropped from the class with a grade of W, WA, or FA as 
appropriate. 
 
HONOR CODE: 
Preamble: We, the students of High Point University, believe that honesty and integrity are essential to 
student development, whether personal, social, or academic. Therefore, we assert that: 
 
Every student is honor-bound to refrain from conduct which is unbecoming of a High Point University 
student and which brings discredit to the student and/or to the University; 
 

• Every student is honor-bound to refrain from cheating; 
• Every student is honor-bound to refrain from collusion; 
• Every student is honor-bound to refrain from plagiarism; 
• Every student is honor-bound to confront a violation of the University Honor Code; 
• Every student is honor-bound to report a violation of the University Honor Code. 

 
Full details of the High Point University Honor Code are found here:  
http://www.highpoint.edu/studentconduct/university-honor-code/  
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GRADING: Exams during the period will cover the material that has been covered up to that exam date. 
Make-up exams will only be given in extreme cases. Your course grade will be determined as follows.  
 

Category in Order of Occurrence Weight Due Date 
Food and the Environment Exam 10% Wednesday, 9/14 
Living with Water Scarcity Exam 10% Wednesday, 10/5 
Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change Exam I 10% Monday, 11/7 
Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change Exam II 10% Take Home Exam, Due 12/5 
Module Debates (5% each) 20% Monday class before each module 

exam 
Student Topics or Research Presentation 20% See Schedule or SNCURS 11/5  
Classwork and Homework 10% By Announcement 
Canoe Field Trip at High Point Lake 5% Replaces Final Exam Time 
Field Trip at High Point Water and Wastewater Treatment 
Plants 

5% Replaces 2 class periods 

 
GRADING SCALE:    

Weighted 
Average 
Interval 

QP Weighted 
Average 
Interval 

QP 

96 ≤  A+  4.0 70 ≤  C   < 77 2.0 
90 ≤  A   < 96 4.0 69 ≤  C-  < 70 1.7 
89 ≤  A-  < 90 3.7 67 ≤  D+ < 69 1.3 
87 ≤  B+ < 89 3.3 60 ≤  D   < 67 1.0 
80 ≤  B   < 87 3.0 57 ≤  D-  < 60 0.7 
79 ≤  B-  < 80 2.7   0 ≤  F    < 57 0.0 
77 ≤  C+ < 79 2.3   

 
QP stands for quality points per semester hour listed on your transcript.  Note, if an A+ is earned, A+ would 
show up on your transcript although it has the same 4 QP as an A. I reserve the right to adjust this scale in 
favor of the whole class, but I will not adjust on an individual basis. As indicated by the inequality signs I do 
not round-up weighted averages. 
 
COURSE STRUCTURE: This course is a combination of lectures and student discussion. I encourage 
students to ask questions during class both about material covered in class and related current or historical 
events. You will be responsible on examinations for all classroom material.  
The course will take on three broad topics (food, water, and energy) that have both resource management and 
pollution problems.  Students are then invited to present another topic chapter from either text not previously 
discussed, or they can pose their own research question about any topic (approved by the instructor) to 
present at the State of North Carolina Undergraduate Research Symposium (SNCURS).   
 
OUT OF CLASS WORK: In addition to attending class, students are expected to spend at least 2 hours 
each week engaged in out of class work (i.e. reading, studying, doing homework, etc.) for every hour of 
credit earned in this course. 
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EXAMS (40%): There will be four in-class exams and one optional exam.  Each required exam will have a 
closed notes section to test understanding of key concepts and figures, and it will also have an open notes 
section to emphasize critical thinking, problem solving, and policy analysis.  You will have the entire class 
time (70 minutes to complete the exam). The optional exam will take place during the final exam period, and 
it is based on the student topic presentations and distributed materials.  The optional exam is for anyone who 
misses one or both field trips.   Students must take the full exam to replace their grade.  If the student misses 
only one field trip, they only have to answer half of the questions.  If both field trips are missed, they have to 
take the full exam.  
 
MODULE DEBATES (20%): There are four debates worth 5% of your grade.  Each debate will last 35 
minutes and have a guest judge from the economics department or an HPU professor teaching an 
environmental studies course.  Debates will be graded based on the quality of the team’s presentation (see 
presentation policy), arguments, and supporting content.  The winning team will automatically receive a 5pt 
bonus on the grade (a 105 grade is possible). 
 
LINKEDIN GROUP (Graded in other categories): I have set up a LinkedIn Group2 for this section, which 
will emphasize your professional growth in Environmental and Resource Management and Sustainability 
initiatives in business.  This will also connect you with students/alumni who have taken the class as well as 
other contributors to the course. The hope is that course learning will result in some professional 
opportunities through participation in the group and the networks built. Anyone in the group can post a link to 
some media and pose a discussion question.  With the first due September 7th, each week you must create a 
post related to your research/chapter topic and comment on one of my posts or the post of a peer.3 Each 
weekly participation requirement counts as a classwork/homework assignment.   
 
STUDENT TOPIC CHAPTER PRESENTATION or RESEARCH PRESENTATION (20%):  
 
Topic Chapter Presentation Option: 
This option is for students who would like to pick a topic (from the list below or another topic with my 
approval), explore it, and teach it to their fellow students.  Here is a list of requirements as a weighted 
percentage of the grade.   
 

1. (15%) Post weekly on the LinkedIn Group content related to the topic once your topic is selected and 
until your topic is presented.  Posts will be graded based on quality of content and relevance to the 
topic. September 7th 9:15am is the deadline for the first post, each weekly post thereafter is due the 
following Wednesday at 9:15am.  

2. (10%) Meeting with professor midway to discuss progress with the project.  Must bring materials.   
3. (20%) Create lecture notes to distribute to your peers.  70% of your content must come from 

textbook chapters associated with your topic.  30% of your content can come from articles or other 
media.  Graded on quality, accuracy, and readability of the content. 

4. (15%) Create a PowerPoint presentation to distribute to your peers.  This is to be a condensed 
presentation of your lecture notes.  Graded on connection to lecture notes and aesthetics.   

5. (5%) The presentation title slide should be designed to be printed as a presentation poster.  I will 
print the Top 5 posters to share at the HPU Earth Day Celebration in Hayworth Park.  The top 5 
posters will automatically receive full credit in this category.  

6. (5%) All materials must be distributed to the class one class period before your presentation date.   
7. (30%) Present your PowerPoint Presentation in a 30-35 minute time frame, leaving 5 minutes for 

questions.  Graded on presentation quality and audience engagement. 

                                            
2 If link does not work you can search “Environment and Economy at High Point University” in LinkedIn. 
3 Simply “liking” the post is not sufficient.  You should take the time to give a thoughtful response. Questions & answers must be 
unique to qualify.   
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Topic (Not necessary to present in order) Field Chapter 
Federal Air Pollution Control Policy - CHRIS Environmental Ch. 15 
Federal Policy on Toxic and Hazardous Substances - SARAH Environmental Ch. 16 
State and Local Environmental Issues: Federalism, MSW, Recycling, Land  Environmental Ch. 17 
Comparative Environmental Policies Environmental Ch. 18 
Economic Development and the Environment - JAY Environmental Ch. 19 
The Global Environment – (Except Global Warming) – International 
Environmental Agreements  

Environmental Ch. 20 

Mineral Economics and Recyclable Resources  Resource Ch. 10 
Forest Economics - FLORIAN Resource Ch. 12 
Marine Resources – MARK Resource Ch. 13 
Land Economics  - RILEY Resource Ch. 14 
Economics of Outdoor Recreation - JACKIE Resource Ch. 17 
Economics of Wildlife Management and Biodiversity Preservation  Resource Ch. 18, 19 
Natural Resources and Economic Growth & Natural Resource Decisions in 
Developing Countries - GLEN 

Resource Ch. 20, 21 

 
Research Presentation Option:   
This option is for students who would like to pose a specific and investigable research question (pre-approved 
by me), and present findings at an undergraduate research conference.  Here is a list of requirements as a 
weighted percentage of the grade.   
 

1. (15%) Post weekly on the LinkedIn Group content related to the topic once your topic is selected and 
until your topic is presented.  Posts will be graded based on quality of content and relevance to the 
topic.  September 7th 9:15am is the deadline for the first post, each weekly post thereafter is due the 
following Wednesday at 9:15am. 

2. (10%) Meeting with professor after the third week to discuss progress with the project.  Must bring 
materials.  If it is clear that you are not making progress on your topic, you will be asked to switch to 
the topic chapter presentation option. 

3. (35%) Write a 10-15 page research paper (double-spaced, not including figures and tables).  Graded 
on quality, accuracy, and readability of the content.  December 5th is the due date of the final draft. 

4. (10%) Create a PowerPoint presentation summarizing your paper.   
5. (5%) The presentation title slide should be designed to be printed as a presentation poster.  I will 

print the Top 5 posters to share at the HPU Earth Day Celebration in Hayworth Park.  The top 5 
posters will automatically receive full credit in this category.  

6. (5%) Quality of abstract to SNCURS4 which must be submitted before their deadline October 3rd.   
7. (20%) Present your PowerPoint Presentation at SNCURS in a 10-15 minute time frame on 

November 5th, leaving 5 minutes for questions.  Graded on presentation quality and audience 
engagement. 

 
GABE – Desertification in China 
ALLISON – Greenwashing 
ELEANOR – Effects of Climate Change on Coffee 
ARTEM – Alternative Energy (specific type to be chosen) 
 
The Writing Center provides writing assistance for students at any level of study – from freshman to graduate 
– at any stage in the writing process, from invention through revision.  The Writing Center staff will be 

                                            
4 SNCURS is short for the State of NC Undergraduate Research and Creativity Symposium, hosted November 5th at a campus in 
NC to be determined. 
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available in a variety of locations around campus during various hours throughout the day, Monday through 
Friday.  Go to https://highpoint.mywconline.com/ to make an appointment.  Appointments can only be made 
through the online portal.   
 
Earl N. Phillips School of Business Presentation Policy 
Oral communication skills are very important in the business world.  To help students develop 
their presentation skills throughout their college careers, a standard rubric called “BSBA 
Standard Oral Communication Rubric” will be utilized.  The goal of this rubric is to teach 
students the various aspects of good presentations and, thus, help students prepare their own 
presentations.  The consistency of using the same rubric over time should also help students 
build on prior presentation skills to continuously improve their presentation abilities. 
 
CLASSWORK/HOMEWORK (10%): Classwork and homework assignments will be posted on 
Blackboard and their due dates are listed on the schedule below.  Most homework assignments are designed 
to prepare you for a subsequent class period and will be graded based on effort.  Other homework 
assignments will be used to prepare you for exams or your topic presentation and will be graded.  Classwork 
assignments will include participation in experiments, solving problems in class, podcast and reading 
discussions, classroom debates, etc.  The purpose is to add variety in the way in which the material is 
covered. 
 
CANOE FIELD TRIP AT HIGH POINT LAKE (5%): This is part of the Living with Water Scarcity 
Module, but is graded separately because it is based on participation with the guide and staying the full three 
hours.  The extra three hours replaces our final exam time.  The alternative assignment is an optional exam 
based on the topic chapter presentations made by students. 
 
FIELD TRIP AT HIGH POINT WATER TREATMENT AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT 
FACILITIES (5%): This is part of the Living with Water Scarcity Module, but is graded separately because 
it is based on participation with the guide and staying the full time. The time spent replaces two class periods 
(Friday before Fall Break and Monday before Thanksgiving Break). The alternative assignment is an exam 
based on the topic chapter presentations made by students. 
 
 
COURSE CALENDAR (electronically updated on Blackboard as needed): 
 

Date Day Activities/Deadlines (non-regular class meetings in italics and dates with grades in bold) 
8/22 M Optional Common Read Discussion Group – The American Way of Eating 
8/24 W Syllabus and Start Food and Environment 
8/26 F Food and Environment 
8/29 M EconApps: Pesticide Game 
8/31 W Food and the Environment 
9/2 F Food and the Environment 
9/5 M Food and the Environment 
9/7 W Food and the Environment – 1st LinkedIn post on topic/research question due 9:15am 
9/9 F Reading Discussion Group – The American Way of Eating 
9/10 Sa Canoe Field Trip 9am-12pm @ City Lake Park 
9/12 M Debate – Should we eat Whole Foods instead of Cheap Foods? 
9/14 W Food and the Environment Exam  
9/15-9/16 Tracie McMillan author of The American Way of Eating, will be on campus 
9/16 F Zetland on Water - Econtalk Walk 
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9/18 Su 12-3pm Tour of High Point Water Treatment Facilities (HPU Shuttle Pickup @ Phillips) 
9/19 M Graphs from Ch. 15 on Water Resources (Nat. Res. Text)  
9/21 W Living with Water Scarcity Reading Discussion -  Intro section and Ch. 1-2 
9/23 F Living with Water Scarcity Reading Discussion - Ch. 3-4 
9/25 Su CROP Hunger Walk 3pm-6pm (used for students making up a field trip) 
9/26 M Living with Water Scarcity – Reading Discussion Ch. 5-7 
9/28 W Living with Water Scarcity – Reading Discussion Ch. 8-10 – SKYPE W/ ZETLAND! 
9/30 F Living with Water Scarcity – Remaining graphs from Ch. 14 on Water Pollution 
10/3 M Debate – Are we better off privatizing water? – SNCURS Abstract Submission Deadline 
10/5 W Peer Study Groups and Topic and Research Paper Workshop Day 
10/7 F Living with Water Scarcity Exam 
10/10 M Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change 
10/12 W Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change  
10/14 F No Class or Meetings – Class time used by trip to Water & Wastewater Treatment Plants 

Student Chapter Topics and Research Projects Status Update Deadline 
10/15 – 10/23 FALL BREAK 
10/24 M Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change 
10/26 W Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change 
10/28 F Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change 
10/31 M Debate – Are Biofuels Like Ethanol the Answer to U.S. Energy Problems? 
11/2 W Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change (Last LinkedIn for Researchers) 
11/4 F Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change – Econtalk Podcast Walk 
11/5 Sat SNCURS @ North Carolina Central University – Research Presentations Only 
11/7 M Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change Exam I  
11/9 W Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change 
11/11 F Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change 
11/14 M Debate – Is Climate Change a Threat that Requires Urgent Action? 
11/16 W Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change (Last LinkedIn for Topic Pres.) 
11/18 F Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change 
11/21 M No Class or Meetings – Class time used by trip to Water & Wastewater Treatment Plants 
11/23-11/27 THANKSGIVING BREAK 
11/28 M Student Topic Presentations Jay and Sarah 
11/30 W Student Topic Presentations Chris and Glen 
12/2 F Student Topic Presentations Riley and Jackie 
12/5 M Student Topic Presentations Florian and Mark Final Draft of Research Paper Due 

Energy, Its Pollution, and Climate Change Exam II (Take Home Exam Due - 
electronic) 

12/12 M Final Exam Period (8am-11am) is for a Student Topics Makeup Exam for those who missed 
one or both field trips, or who those missing Student Topic Presentations without 
reasonable excuses.  Attendance is optional for everyone else. 

 


